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In this paper we shall study the existence of a periodic solution to the nonlinear
Ž . Ž Ž ..differential equation x q Ax y A*x y A*Ax q B t x q f t, x t s 0 in somet t t t
complex Hilbert space, using duality and variational methods. Q 1998 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall consider the boundary-value problem concerning
periodic solutions for semilinear differential equations such as
x q Ax y A*x y A*Ax q B t x q f t , x t s 0 on R 1.1aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .t t t t
x 0 s x T , x 0 s x T , 1.1bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t t
where A and B are linear operators on a complex Hilbert space X, x is a
function on R with values in X, A* is the adjoint of A, f is a nonlinear
Ž . Ž .term, and f t, ? is utmost linear at infinity. Concrete realizations of 1.1a
w xcan be found in 6 and references therein. However, in these papers, for
Ž .1.1a only the Cauchy problem was investigated, and there are only a few
w x Ž . Ž .papers 12, 18 dealing with 1.1 . The usual methods for studying 1.1a are
reduction of the problem to a first-order system in some ``energy'' norm
w xspace 16 and, in the case of periodic solutions, the t-Fourier methods
w x w x Ž .23 , by the generalized implicit function theorem 12 . Usually, Eq. 1.1 is
* This paper was partially completed at the International Center for Theoretical Physics
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considered in the form
Lx q Nx s f ,
where L is a differential operator and N is nonlinearity. This equation
Ž w xwas studied recently mainly by topological methods A-proper maps 18 ,
w x w x.fixed point theorems 4 , iterative and variational methods 13 . In all of
these papers N was assumed to be not only at most linear at infinity, but
Ž .with additional restrictive assumptions. The equations of 1.1 were also
w xtreated for the wave equation 3, 8, 14 , using quite different methods from
Ž .ours. Now we shall study 1.1 by variational and duality methods. To this
Ž .end we transform 1.1 into a form that is a particular case of an abstract
Hamiltonian system.
Defining H by
< < 2 ² :H t , x , p s 1r2 p q 1r2 Re B t x , x q F t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .where F t, x s f t, x , 1.1 takes the form of the Hamiltonian equationsx
x t q Ax t s H t , x t , p t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t P
1.2aŽ .
p t y A*p t s yH t , x t , p t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t x
x 0 s x T , p 0 s p T . 1.2bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
So we shall be concerned with solving the generalized Hamiltonian
inclusion,
y p9 y A*p , x9 q Ax g › H t , x , p , 1.3aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
x 0 s x T , p 0 s p T , 1.3bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .of which problem 1.1 is a particular case. Given a Hamiltonian function
H, we can define an action functional,
T ² :J x , p s Re x9 t q Ax t , p t y H t , x t , p t dt 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HH
0
q l x 0 , x T q l p 0 , p T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
where
q‘, a / bl a, b s .Ž . ½ 0, a s b
ŽBy the least action principle an extremal of J considered in an appropri-H
. Ž .ate space of functions is a solution of 1.3 . We also introduced the
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so-called dual action, which in our case has the form
T ² :J x , p s Re p9 t y A*p t , x tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .HC
0
qG t , y p9 t y A*p t , x9 t q Ax t dt , 1.44Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
where
² :G t , u , ¤ s sup Re u , ¤ , x , p y H t , x , p . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
x , p
Then we use the dual action principle on J , which we state as follows:C
Ž . Ž .x, p is a critical point of J if and only if there exists c, d such thatC
Ž . Ž .x q c, p q d solves 1.3 . To this end we define the functionals
T
J x s L t , x t , x9 t q Ax t dt q l x 0 , x T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H
0
where
² :L t , x , ¤ s sup Re ¤ , p y H t , x , p , 4Ž . Ž .
p
and J dual to J byD
T
J p s L t , p t , y p9 t y A*p t dt q l p 0 , p T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ŽHD D
0
where
² :L t , p , u s sup Re u , x y H t , x , p . 4Ž . Ž .D
x
w x Ž .Let 0, T , 0 - T - ‘, be a fixed real interval. Consider L L the spacesX Y
w x Ž . 5 5 m Ž T < Ž . < m .1r mof functions from 0, T to X Y with norm ¤ s H ¤ t dt ,L X0X
Ž . Ž .m - ‘, and let the spaces A A be subspaces of L L of absolutelyX Y X Y
continuous functions. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
spaces and functionals under consideration are precisely defined, the
Ž .necessary lemmas are stated, and the problem 1.1 is precisely formulated.
In Section 3 we shall describe the duality between J and J , formulated asD
inf sup J x q c s inf sup J p q d .Ž . Ž .D
2 2xgA pgAcgX dgYX Y
2In Section 4 we prove that given p g A such thatY
J p s inf sup J p q d ,Ž . Ž .D D
2pgA dgYY
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2 Ž . Ž . Ž .2there exists x g A , J x s inf sup J x q c , such that J p sX x g A cg X DX
Ž . Ž .J x . Next we show that x, p is a minimizer of J in a subspace ofC
Ž . Ž .A = A , and this x, p is an extremal of 1.4 , and hence a solution toX Y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1.3 and so to 1.1 . Conversely, each solution x, p to 1.3 satisfies the
2above duality principle. In Section 5 we show that there exists p g AY
Ž . Ž .2such that J p s inf sup J p q d . In Section 6 the problemD pg A d g Y DY
Ž .1.1 is solved and concrete examples are given.
w xSuch an approach was used for the finite-dimensional case in 20 and
only for the real case. Our results are different not only in approach but
also in wider applicability to concrete problems, such as the field wave and
beam equations from quantum mechanics.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND THE ABSTRACT PROBLEM
< <Let X ; Y be complex separable Hilbert spaces with the norms ? ,X
< <? . We assume the inclusion mappings of X into Y to be continuous andY
densely defined and that Y is identified with its own dual Y *. Then
² :X ; Y ; X*. We shall denote by ? , ? the duality pairing between XX
² : < < < <and X*, ? , ? and inner product in Y. We have X F r X for someY Y X
r ) 0 and all x g X.
Let S s L2: X “ X* be a linear continuous self-adjoint operator satis-
² : < < 2fying Sx, x G l X for all x g X and some l ) 0 and such that L:X X
Y “ X*, L: X “ Y have continuous inverses Ly1 : Y “ X, Ly1 : X* “ Y.
² : ² : < y1 < < <Of course, Sx, x s L x, L x and L y F r y for some r ) 0X Y X Y1 1
< < < <and all y g Y. Moreover, L y G l y , y g Y, and some l ) 0.X * Y1 1
w x m Ž m .Let 0, T , 0 - T - ‘, be a fixed real interval, and let L L 1 F m F ‘X Y
w x Ž .denote the usual Banach spaces of functions from 0, T to X Y with the
5 5 m Ž T < Ž . < m .1r m m Ž m.norm ¤ s H ¤ t dt , m - ‘. Let A A be the subspaces ofL X0 X YX
m Ž m . m Ž m .L L of absolutely continuous functions whose derivative x9 g L L .X Y X Y
w x m Ž m. Ž . Ž . t Ž .It is known 5 that for each x g A A , x t s x 0 q H x9 s ds, t gX Y 0
w x m m 5 5 m0, T , and thus A can be identified with X [ L normed by x sAX X X
< Ž . < 5 5 mx 0 q x9 .X L X
We shall consider continuous linear operators A: X “ X* and A*X “
Ž . Ž .X*, A: Y “ Y for y g D A ; X such that AL y s L Ay for y g D A
Ž .  4and D A s x g X : Ax g X is continuously imbedded and denseX
in X.
Let H: R = X = Y “ R be a given function called Hamiltonian. We
shall make the following hypothesis:
Ž . Ž .H : H is measurable and T periodic in t, H t,?,? t g R is convex and1
‘Ž .lower semicontinuous. There exist real functions k, h, d, in L 0, T ,
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k ) 0, h ) 0, and numbers r ) 1, s ) 1, such that
< < s < < rH t , x , p F 1rs k t x q 1rr h t p q d tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X Y
w x Ž .for all t g 0, T , x g D A , p g Y. There exist bounded below functionsX
w x w x T U Ž Ž ..K : 0, T = X “ R, K : 0, T = Y “ R such that H K t, q t dt - ‘px 0 x
 ‘ < < 4 Ž U Ž .  ² :for q g z g L : z F j , j ) 0 , K t, q s sup Re Lq, x yY XY x x x
Ž . 4 T U Ž Ž ..  ‘K t, x : x g X, q g Y and H K t, ¤ t dt - ‘ for ¤ g z g L :x 0 p Y
< < 4  rX T Ž . 4 Ž . Ž U Ž .Z F j , j ) 0 j z g L : H z t dt s 0 , r 9 s rr r y 1 , K t, ¤ sY p p X 0 p
 ² : Ž . 4.sup Re ¤ , p y K t, p : p g Y, ¤ g Y and satisfyingY p
w xH t , x , p G K t , x q K t , p , t g 0, T , x g D A , p g Y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x p X
2.1Ž .
Ž .Furthermore we shall assume hypothesis H to be satisfied. We shall1
use the following lemma.
Ž w x. Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.1 compare 17 . For q, ¤ g › H t, x, p , › H denotes the
Ž .subdifferential of H t, x, p . We ha¤e
sy1s9rs r< < < < < <q F s9 k t x q 1rr h t p q d t q cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ŽX * X Y
ry1r 9rr s< < < < < <¤ F r 9 h t p q 1rs k t x q d t q c ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ŽY Y X
Ž . Ž .where c is a lower bound of H, s9 s sr s y 1 , r 9 s rr r y 1 .
Ž w x.LEMMA 2.2 compare 21 . Let Z be a separable Hilbert space. Let
w x Ž . w xg : 0, T = Z “ R be L = B-measurable, g t, ? , t g 0, T lower semicon-
n Ž .tinuous, and con¤ex. Assume that there exists z g L such that I z sZ* g*
T Ž Ž .. Ž .H g* t, z t dt is finite and g* is the conjugate of g t, ? , with the duality0
pairing between Z and Z*, where Z* is the dual to Z. Then the con¤ex integral
Ž . T Ž Ž .. nfunctional I z s H g* t, z t dt on L is conjugate to the integral func-g* 0 Z*
tional I on Lm, 1rm q 1rn s 1, i.e.,g Z
T T m² :I z s sup Re z t , w t dt y g t , w t dt : z g L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H HZg* Z½ 5
0 0
z g Ln .Z*
w x w xLEMMA 2.3 19 . Let Z be a separable Hilbert space. Let g : 0, T = Z “
Ž . w xR be L = B-measurable, g t, ? , t g 0, T lower semicontinuous, and con-
Ž . T Ž Ž ..  ‘ < <¤ex. Moreo¤er, z “ I z s H g t, z t dt is finite on w g L : w FZg 0 Z*
4  Ž . < < 4 w xj , j ) 0 . Then t “ sup g t, u : u F j is summable in 0, T .Zz z z
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rX Ž . T Ž . w xFor x g A put e s 1rT H Ax t dt. Define for t g 0, T , x g X,X x 0
¤ g X*,
² :sup Re L¤ , p y H t , x , p : p g Y if ¤ g X , 4Ž .YL t , x , ¤ sŽ . ½ q‘ if ¤ f X .
2.2Ž .
rX Ž . t Ž .For x g A , let x t s H x9 s ds. DefineX 0 0
T
J x s L t , x t , x9 t q Ax t y e dt q l x 0 , x T , 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H 0 x 0
0
Ž . rXwhere l a, b s 0 if a s b and q‘ otherwise. J is well defined on A andX
sX Ž . T Ž .greater than y‘. For p g A , put e s 1rT H A*p t dt. Define forY p 0
w xt g 0, T , p g Y, u g X*,
² :sup Re Lu , x y H t , x , p : x g X if u g Y , 4Ž .XL t , p , u sŽ .D ½ q‘ if u f Y .
2.4Ž .
sX Ž . Ž . Ž .For p g A , p t s p t y p 0 . DefineY 0
T
J p s L t , p t , y p9 t y A*p t q e dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H ž /D D 0 p0
0
q l p 0 , p T . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . sXJ p is well defined on A and greater than y‘. Last, define forD Y
w xt g 0, T , u g X*, ¤ g X*,
² : ² :¡sup Re u , L x q Re ¤ , L p y H t , x , p 4Ž .Y X~G t , u , ¤ s 2.6Ž . Ž .if ¤ g X , u g Y ,¢q‘ otherwise.
Ž . Ž .Note that by 2.2 and 2.6 we have also for the same t, u, ¤ ,
² :sup Re u , L x q L t , x , ¤ : x g X if u g Y , 4Ž .YG t , u , ¤ sŽ . ½q‘ if u f Y .
2.7Ž .
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Ž . Ž .By 2.4 , 2.6 for the same t, u, p,
² :yL t , p , u s sup Re ¤ , L p y G t , u , ¤ : ¤ g X . 2.8 4Ž . Ž . Ž .XD
To prove that J attains its minimum in A2 , we shall need the followingD Y
additional assumption.
Ž . Ž .H : H t, x, ? is sequentially weakly continuous in X, s9 G r, s9 G 2,2
k is constant, and if s9 s r, then
T1ys9 s9 rr21rs9 k l y 1rr T h t dt ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .H1
0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Notice that by H and H L t, ? , ? is sequentially weakly lower1 2 D
Ž . < < 2semicontinuous in X = Y and L t, p, ? is convex. As we have L x GYD
< < 2 w x Ž . T Ž Ž . Ž ..l x , in 7 we find that J w, u s H L t, w t , u t dt is sequentiallyX D 0 D
weakly lower semicontinuous in L2 = L2 .Y Y
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.4. Suppose H and H are satisfied. For all real numbers a1 2
 2 Ž . 5 5 < Ž . < 4and b , the sets P s p g A : J p F a , p s sup p t F bC Ya , b Y D 0 F t F r
2  4are compact in the weak topology of A , and if p ; P is weaklyY j a , b
2 Ž 2 . 2 Ž . Ž .con¤ergent in A , i.e., p “ p weakly in A , p g A and p t “ p tY j Y Y j
Ž . w x Ž . Ž . Ž . w xweakly in Y t g 0, T , then A*p t “ A*p t weakly in Y t g 0, T .j
Ž .Proof. In view of the above and 2.4 , it is enough to show that Pa , b
2 Ž .are relatively sequentially weakly compact in A . By H L satisfies theY 1 D
growth condition
1ys9 < < s9 < < rL t , p , u G 1rs9 k Lu y 1rr h t p y d t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X * YD
w xt g 0, T , p g Y , u g Y .
Ž . Ž . Ž . T Ž .This implies for p g P and p t s p t y 1rT H p t dt,Äa , b 0
T s91ys9 < <J p G 1rs9 k L p9 t y A*p tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä ÄŽH X *D
0
< < ry 1rr h t p t y d t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä .Y
T s91ys9 s9 < <G 1rs9 k l p9 t y A*p tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä ÄŽH Y1
0
< < ry 1rr h t p t y d t dt. 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä .Y
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As
< < 2 < < 2 ² : < < 2p t y A*p t s p9 t y drdt Re p t , A*p t q A*p t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä YY Y Y
< < 2p t G 0, p 0 s p T , J p - ‘ ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä Ä ÄY D
< Ž . Ž . < r rr2Ž T < Ž . < 2 . rr2and p t y p 0 F T H p9 t dt . We have, furthermore,Ä Ä ÄY Y0
2 9r2
T 2 21ys9 s9 Ž2ys9.r2 < < < <J p G 1rs9 k l T p9 t q A*p t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä ÄŽ .H Y YD 1 ž /0
rr2
T T T2rr2 < <y T 1rr h t dt p9 t dt y d t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÄH H Y Hž /0 0 0
s9r2
T 21ys9 s9 Ž2ys9.r2 < <G 1rs9 k l T p9 t dtŽ . Ž .ÄH Y1 ž /0
rr2
T T T2rr2 < <y T 1rr h t dt p9 t dt y d t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÄH H Y Hž /0 0 0
Ž . 2Thus by H the sets P are bounded in A , i.e., relatively sequentially2 a , b Y
2  4 Žweakly compact in A . Now taking any p ; P and p “ p weaklyY j a , b j
2 . Ž . Ž . Ž . w x ² Ž . :in A , then p t “ p t weakly in Y t g 0, T , and A*p t , y “YY j j
² Ž . : Ž . w xA*p t , y for y g D A , t g 0, T . From the above we see thatY
5 5 2 4  4A*p is bounded. Thus there exists a subsequence of p , which weLj jY
 4 U Ž . Ž . Ž . 2again denote by p , such that A p t “ q t weakly in Y , q g L .j j Y
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since D A is dense in Y, q t s A*p t a.e.
As a consequence of this lemma, we have the following theorem.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Assume H and H . If there exists a minimizing1 2
 4 2 5 5sequence p ; A for J such that the sequence of norms p is bounded,Cj Y D j
then J attains its minimum o¤er A2 .D Y
Now we formulate a problem that concerns the periodic solution of
Hamilton's abstract inclusion,
y p9 t y A*p t q e , x9 t q Ax t y eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /0 p 0 x0 0
g › H t , x , p a.e. 2.10aŽ . Ž .
x 0 s x T , p 0 s p T . 2.10bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
By a periodic solution to this problem we shall mean a pair of functions
Ž . 2 2 Ž .x, p g A = A that satisfy 2.10 andX Y
L x9 ? q Ax ? y e g L‘ , L p9 ? y A*p ? q e g L‘ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 x Y 0 p X *0 0
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3. DUALITY
w xIn this section, proceeding as in 20 , we shall describe duality theory
Ž .between J and J . To this end we shall assume H , which enables us toD 1
Ž . Ž .define L and L by 2.2 and 2.4 , respectively, from the Hamiltonian H.D
ŽFrom these L and L we have the well-defined functionals J and J seeD D
Ž . Ž ..2.3 , 2.5 .
rX  rX Ž . 4 sX  sX Ž . 4Put A s x g A : x T s 0 and A s p g A : p 0 s 0 . DefineX T X Y 0 Y
the perturbation of J byD
J a, g s yl 0, p T y aŽ . Ž .Ž .D pq d
T
y L t , p t q d q g t , y p9 t y A*p t q e dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Ž .D p
0
Ž . r sX Ž . T Ž .for a, g g Y = L and p g A , d g Y, e s 1rT H A*p t dt. ForY Y 0 p 0
sX rX Ž . T Ž .p g A , x g A , c g X, e s 1rT H Ax t dt, defineY 0 X T x 0
T
a ² :J x q c s sup Re L g t , x t q Ax t y e dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .HD x X½pq d r 0ggLY
T
q L t , p t q d q g t , y p9 t y A*p t q e dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Ž .D p 5
0
² :q inf Re La, c q l 0, p T y a , 3.1 4Ž . Ž .Ž .X
agY
if Ax g X, and q‘ if Ax f X. Then we compute
J a x q cŽ .D pq d
T² : ² :s Re d , L x 0 q Re p9 t y A*p t q e , L x t q c dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Y H Yp
0
T
q G t , y p9 t y A*p t q e , x9 t q Ax t y e dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Ž .p x
0
3.2Ž .
Ž .  ² : Ž . 4 Žwhere G t, u, ¤ s sup Re L¤ , p q g q L t, p q g, u : g g Y com-Y D
Ž ..pare 2.6 .
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a aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Put u t s p9 t y A*p t q e and J x q c for J x q c . Thenp D Duq d pqd
we can compute
sup inf y J a x q cŽ .D pq dXs dgYpgAY 0
as sup inf y J x q cŽ .D uq dXs dgYugLY
T
s yl x 0 , 0 y L t , x t q c, x9 t q Ax t y e dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H x
0
s yJ x q c , 3.3Ž . Ž .
Ž .  ² : Ž . 4where yL t, x, ¤ s sup Re u, L x y G t, u, ¤ : u g Y . Furthermore,Y
Ž . rfor a, g g Y = L defineY
T
aa ² :J a, g s sup Re L x9 t qAx t ye , g t qp t qd dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HD x Y½pq d
r 9 0¤gL X
T
y G t , y p9 t yA*p t qe , x9 t qAx t ye dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Ž .p x 5
0
² : ² :q inf Re y a, Lc q Re p T , Lc , 4Ž .Y Y
cgX
where ¤ s x9 q Ax y e . For p g As9 , we havex Y 0
J aa 0 s J 0 s yJ p q d . 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D D Dpq d pqd
w xWe can also compute, using the minimax theorem 5 twice, first to the
function
x9 q Ax y e , dŽ .x
T ² :“ Re x9 t q Ax t y e , L p t q d dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H Xxž 0
T
y G t , y p9 t y A*p t q e , x9 t q Ax t y e dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Ž .p x /0
and then to the function
p9 y A*p q e , cŽ .p
T“ y Re p9 t y A*p t q e , L x t q c dt² :Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H p Yž 0
T
q G t , y p9 t y A*p t q e , x9 t q Ax t y e dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Ž .p x /0
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that
aa asup inf J 0 s sup inf sup inf y J x q cŽ . Ž .D Dpq d uqddgY cgX dgYs9 s9 r 9pgL pgA ¤gLY 0 Y 0 X
s y inf sup J x q c , 3.5Ž . Ž .
r 9xgA cgXXT
Ž . Ž .where ¤ s x9 q Ax y e . From 3.4 and 3.5 we have the followingx
theorem.
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Assume hypothesis H . Then we ha¤e the following1
equality:
inf sup J x q c s inf sup J p q d .Ž . Ž .D
r 9 s9xgA pgAcgX dgYXT Y 0
4. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES
The results obtained in the previous section help us to derive new
Ž . Ž .variational principles for periodic solutions of 2.10 . We assume H to1
be satisfied. The first variational principle relates minimizers of J and JD
with a differential inclusion described by G.
2THEOREM 4.1. Let p g A be such thatY
J p s inf sup J p q d ) y‘,Ž . Ž .D D
s9pgA dgYY 0
Ž . Ž Ž . .and let › J 0 be nonempty. Then there exists x T , x9 q Ax y e gD 0 xp 0r 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .› J 0 , x9 q Ax y e g L , x t s x 0 q x t , x t s x T yD 0 x X 0p 0
T Ž . Ž . Ž .r 9H x9 s ds, and J x s inf sup J x q c . Moreo¤er,t x g A cg XX
aJ x y J x s 0, 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .D p
aJ p y J x s 0. 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž .D D p
Ž . Ž . Ž .s9Proof. Since by H J 0 is finite, J p s inf sup J p q d1 D D pg A d g Y DY
Ž . Ž .is finite, and so p 0 s p T . In view of Theorem 3.1, to prove the first
Ž . Ž . Ž .assertion we have only to show that J p G sup J x s J x , whereÄD cg X
TŽ . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .x t s c y H x9 s ds and x T , x9 q Ax y e g › J 0 . By definitionÄ t 0 x D0 p
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .and properties of › J and 3.1 , we infer that l p 0 , p T q b GD p
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r 9² : Ž . Ž .Re Lc, b for all b g Y, c g X, and for some ¤ g L , p t s p t yY X 0
Ž .p 0 ,
T
y L t , p t q h t , y p9 t y A*p t q e dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H ž /D 0 p0
0
T
G y L t , p t , y p9 t y A*p t q e dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H ž /D 0 p0
0
4.3Ž .
T ² :q Re h t , L¤ t dtŽ . Ž .H Y
0
r r 9Ž . Ž .for all h g L . Hence for ¤ s x9 t q Ax t y e g L , we get, for allY 0 x X0
h g Lr , thatY
T
J 0, h G yJ p q Re h t , L x9 t q Ax t y e dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¦ ;Ž .HD D 0 xp 0 Y0
and furthermore,
J a x q cŽ .D 0p
T
s sup Re h t , L x9 t q Ax t y e dt y J 0, hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .¦ ;Ž .H 0 x D½ 0 pY
r 9 0hgLY
F J p .Ž .D
Therefore for c g X,
ayJ x q c s sup inf y J x q c G yJ p ) y‘.Ž .Ž . Ž .0 D 0 Dpq ddgYs9pgAY 0
T Ž . Ž . Ž .From this we infer that H x9 t dt s 0 and sup J x q c F J p .0 cg X 0 D
Ž .By 2.7 ,
T
y L t , x t q c, x9 t q Ax t y e dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0 x 0
0
T
q sup G t , z , x9 t q Ax t y e dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H 0 x 0
0 < <z FjY x
T
< <G  x t q c dt ,Ž .H Xx 0
0
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< < < <where  is such that if Z F j , then L z F  . HenceY X *x x x
T
< <y L t , x t q c, x9 t q Ax t y e dt “ q‘ as c “ q‘.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H X0 0 x 0
0
Hence it is coercive. Since it is convex, lower semicontinuous, and proper,
TŽ . Ž .there exists c , and so x t s c y H x9 s ds, such thatx x t
T
y L t , x t , x9 t q Ax t y e dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 x 0
0
T
s min y L t , x t q c, x9 t q Ax t y e dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0 x 0cgX 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .i.e., sup J x q c s J x and x T s c . The second assertion is acg X 0 x
simple consequence of the following two facts:
J 0 s yJ p , so J x q J 0 s 0 Theorem 3.1 , andŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D D Dp p
ax T , x9 q Ax y e g › J 0 , i.e., J 0 q J x s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 x D D D0 p p p
2 Ž .2COROLLARY 4.1. Let p g A be such that inf sup J p q dY pg A d g Y DY 0
2Ž . Ž .s J p , and let J p be finite. Then there exists x g A such that the pairD D X
Ž .x, p satisfies the relation
x g › G t , y p9 t y A*p t q e , x9 t q Ax t y e a.e.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /u 0 p 0 x0 0
4.4aŽ .
p g › G t , y p9 t y A*p t q e , x9 t q Ax t y e a.e.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /¤ 0 p 0 x0 0
4.4bŽ .
J p s inf sup J p q d s inf sup J x q c s J x . 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D D
s9 r 9pgA xgAdgY cgXY 0 X T
Ž .Proof. By 2.9 we have
yL t , p t q h t , y p9 t y A*p t q eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /D 0 p0
q sup G t , y p9 t y A*p t q e , ¤Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /0 p0
< <¤ FjX p
< <G j p t q h t ,Ž . Ž . Yp
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< < < < Ž .where j is such that if ¤ F j , then L¤ F j . Hence by H andX Yp p p 1
Ž . 2Lemma 2.3, J 0, h is finite for all h g L . The functionD Yp
F h s J 0, hŽ . Ž .D p
T
s y L t , p t q h t , y p9 t y A*p t q e dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H ž /D 0 p0
0
2 Ž .is lower semicontinuous and convex in L . Therefore › J 0 is nonemptyY D pw x Ž .11 , and so the assertions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Now writing down 4.1 ,
Ž .4.2 explicitly,
T
y L t , x t , x9 t q Ax t y e dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 x 0
0
T
q G t , y p9 t y A*p t q e , x9 t q Ax t y e dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H ž /0 p 0 x0 0
0
T
q Re L x t , p9 t y A*p t qe dt s 0 4.6a² :Ž . Ž . Ž . . Ž .H 0 p0 Y0
T
y L t , p t , y p9 t y A*p t y e dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H žD 0 p0
0
T
q G t , y p9 t y A*p t q e , x9 t q Ax t y e dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H ž /0 p 0 x0 0
0
T
y Re L x t q Ax t y e , p t dt s 0. 4.6bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .¦ ;Ž .H 0 p0 Y0
Ž .These equations imply 4.4 , and the proof is complete.
w xThe least action principle 1, 22 in our case can be formulated as a pair
Ž .of functions satisfying the requirement that 2.10 is an extremal for the
functional
T ² :J x , p s Re L x t q Ax t y e , p tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ŽHH x Y
0
yH t , x t , p t dtŽ . Ž .Ž . .
q l x 0 , x T q l p 0 , p T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .i.e., 2.10 is the Euler]Lagrange equation for J . Since J is unbounded,H H
Ž . w x Žto study solutions of 2.10 in the case of finite dimensions, Clarke 9 see
w x.also 10, 11, 17, 20 introduced another functional dual to J called theH
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dual action, which in our case has the form, for x g Ar 9 , p g As9,X Y
T
J x , p s Re L x t , p9 t y A*p t q e dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .¦ ;.HC 0 p0 Y0
T
q G t , y p9 t y A*p t q e ,Ž . Ž .Ž .H ž 0 p0
0
x9 t q Ax t y e dt 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž ./0 x 0
In the finite-dimensional case it was shown that under some growth
Ž . Ž .conditions, analogous to that of H and H and a homogeneous1 2
Ž . Žboundary condition, that minimizers also local of J after translation byC
. Ž . w xa constant are periodic solutions to 2.10 10, 17 with A s 0. Here we
Ž .shall show, using Corollary 4.1, that J attains its minimum in x, p gC
2 2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4A = A : x 0 s x 0 s x T , p 0 s p 0 s p T and that there existX Y
Ž . Ž .c g X, d g Y such that x q c, p q d satisfies inclusion 2.10 .
THEOREM 4.2. Assume the same conditions as in Corollary 4.1. Then the
Ž . Ž .pair x, p from its assertion satisfies
J p s J x , p s J xŽ . Ž .Ž .D C
2 2s inf J x , p : x , p g A = A , x 0 s x 0 s x T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . C X Y
p 0 s p 0 s p T , 4.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4
Ž . Ž .and there exist c g X, d g Y such that x q c, p q d satisfy 4.8 and
Ž .inclusion 2.10 .
Ž . Ž .Proof. The first two equalities in 4.8 can be obtained from 4.5 and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4.6 . To show the last equality in 4.8 , note that from 2.7 and 2.8 we
have
2 2J x , p G sup J x q c G J x , x , p g A = A ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C X Y
cgX
x 0 s x 0 s x T , p 0 s p 0 s p TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 2J x , p G sup J p q d G J p , x , p g A = A ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C D D X Y
dgY
x 0 s x 0 s x T , p 0 s p 0 s p T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .and so 4.8 holds.
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TŽ . Ž . Ž Ž .Note that by H the convex function c, d “ H H t, x t q c,1 0
Ž . . Ž .p t q d dt attains its minimum at some c, d . As in the proof of Theo-
w xrem 8.4.2 2 , we have
T
H t , x t q c, p t q d dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H
0
T
s sup sup Re L x t , y p9 t y A*p t q eŽ . Ž . Ž .¦ ;Ž .H ž 0 p½ 0 Y
2 2 0x 9gL p9gLX 0 Y 0
² :qRe L p t , x9 t q Ax t y eŽ . Ž . Ž . X0 x 0
yG t , y p9 t y A*p t q e , x9 t q Ax t y e dt , 4.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /0 p 0 x 50 0
2  2 T Ž . 4 2  2 T Ž . 4where L s ¤ g L : H ¤ t dt s 0 , L s u g L : H u t dt s 0 .X 0 X 0 Y 0 Y 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Furthermore, we calculate from 4.9 for x 0 s x 0 s x T , p 0 s
Ž . Ž .p 0 s p T .
T
H t , x t q c, p t q d dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H
0
T ²F sup sup Re 1r2 L x t y L x t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽH½
2 2 0x 9gL p9gLX 0 Y 0
:p9 t y A*p t q eŽ . Ž . Y0 p0
² :qRe p t y 1r2 p t , L x9 t qAx t ye dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Y0 x 50
2 2y inf J x , p : x , p g A = A , x 0 s x 0 s x T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . C X Y
p 0 s p 0 s p T . 4.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4
Ž .From 4.10 we compute
T
H t , x t q c, p t q d dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H
0
T ² :F Re L p t q d , x9 t q Ax t ye dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . .H X0 x 0
0
T ² :q Re y p9 t y A*p t q e , L x t q cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H Yž 0 p0
0
T




Ž .The converse inequality always holds. Thus the equality in 4.11 implies
x t q c, p t q d g › G t , y p9 t y A*p t q e ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž 0 p0
x9 t q Ax t y e a.e.,Ž . Ž . /0 x 0
Ž .and so by the reciprocity formula we obtain inclusion 2.10 , i.e.,
y p9 t y A*p t q e , x9 t q Ax t y eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . .ž 0 p 0 x0 0
g › H t , x t q c, p t q d a.e.Ž . Ž .Ž .
5. THE EXISTENCE OF A MINIMUM AND THE
MAIN THEOREM
In this section we shall show that J attains its minimum in A2 . WeD Y
shall deal with a Lagrangian L dual to L determined by the function GD
Ž Ž .. Ž .see 2.8 or, equivalently, by a Hamiltonian H 2.4 that is assumed to
Ž . Ž .satisfy hypotheses H and H . This means in particular that L1 2 D
satisfies the growth conditions
yK t , p q KU t , u G L t , p , uŽ . Ž . Ž .p x D
1ys9 < < s9 < < rG 1rs9 k Lu y 1rr h t p y d tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .X * Y
5.1Ž .
w xfor t g 0, T , p g Y, u g Y. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 for the
2 T Ž Ž .functional J, we can show that for p g A , the sup H L t, P t qY 0 d g Y 0 D
Ž Ž . Ž . ..d, y p9 t y A*p t q e dt is attained by d or is equal to q‘. There-p p
s9 Žs9fore, to show that there exists p g A such that inf sup J p qY pg A d g Y DY 0
. Ž . Ž .d s J p , it suffices to prove that the functional J p q d attains itsD D p
minimum in A2 . Hence we state and prove the following proposition.Y 0
2PROPOSITION 5.1. There exists p g A such thatY
J p s inf J p q d s inf sup J p q d .Ž . Ž .Ž .D D p D
s9 s9pgA pgA dgYY 0 Y 0
Ž . s9Proof. We show J p q d is bounded from below on A . By theD p Y 0
Ž . Ž . s9definition of 1, 2.4 , and 5.1 , we may confine ourselves to p g A withY 0
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Ž . Ž . Ž .p 0 s p T s 0. Thus, by 5.1 , as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we have
J p q d G J pŽ .Ž .D p D
s9r2
T 21ys9 s9 Ž2ys9.r2G 1rs9 k l T p9 t dtŽ . Ž .H Y1 ž /0
T Try 1rr h t p t dt y d t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HY
0 0
1ys9 s9 1ys95 5 s9G 1rs9 k l T pŽ . C1
T Tr5 5y 1rr p h t dt y d t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .CH H
0 0
5 5 < Ž . < Ž .where p s sup p t . By H , from these inequalities we inferC Y0 F t F r 2
that J is bounded below on A2 , and for sufficiently large b ) 0, the setD Y 0
 2 Ž . 4S s p q d : p g A , J p q d F b is nonempty and is bounded inb p Y 0 D p
5 5the norm ? .C
 j j 4‘Hence we can choose a minimizing sequence p q d for J fromp js1 D
S , and by Theorem 2.1 J has a minimum on A2 and the proof isb D Y
complete.
As a result of Sections 3 and 4 and Lemma 2.1 and the existence of
minimum for J , we state the following main theorem.D
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5.1. Let H satisfy hypotheses H and H . Then for all1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .T ) 0 with a restriction if s9 s r there is a periodic solution x, p of 2.10
that satisfies the duality relation
J x s inf sup J x q c s inf sup J p q d s J p . 5.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D D
r 9 s9xgA pgAcgX dgYX Y
Ž .Conversely, for each p satisfying the right equality in 5.2 there exists x
Ž . Ž .satisfying 5.2 and c g X, d g Y such that x q c, p q d is a periodic
Ž . Ž .solution to 2.10 satisfying 5.2 . As a corollary we give a simplification of
Ž .Theorem 5.1 that is more convenient to attack problems such as 1.1 .
s9 T s9Ä  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .Let A s p: p t s p t y 1rT H p t dt, p g A . Notice that p t sÄ ÄY 0 Y
T Äs9Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .p t q d y 1rT H p t q d dt for all d g Y and p g A . DefineÄ0 Y
TÄJ p s L t , p t , p9 t y A*p t dt q l p 0 , p T .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄHD D
0
ÄŽ . Ž . ŽOf course, sup J p q d s J p . We easily see compare also theÄd g Y D D
.proof of Lemma 2.4 that
Äinf sup J p q d s inf J p ,Ž . Ž .ÄD D
s9 s9ÄpgA pgAdgY ÄY Y
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and, similarly, let
Tr 9 r 9ÄA s x : x t s x t y 1rT x t dt , x g AŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä HX X½ 5
0
and
TÄJ x s L t , x t , x9 t q Ax t dt q l x 0 , x T .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄH
0
Then
Äinf sup J x q c s inf J x .Ž . Ž .Ä
r 9 r 9ÄxgA xgAcgX ÄX X
Ž .Under these considerations 2.10 can be formulated as
y p9 t y A*p t , x9 t q Ax t g › H t , x , p a.e. 5.3aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
x 0 s x T , p 0 s p T 5.3bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Är 9 Äs9Repeating Sections 3 and 4 for the spaces A and A and the functionalsX Y
Ä ÄJ and J, we obtain from Theorem 5.1 for this kind of functional, theD
following corollary.
COROLLARY 5.1. Suppose the same conditions as for Theorem 5.1. Then
Ž . Ž .for all T ) 0 with a restriction if s9 s r there is a periodic solution x, p ,
2 2Ä Äx g A , p g A of the inclusionX Y
y p9 t y A*p t , x9 t q Ax t g › H t , x t , p t a.e.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
x 0 s x T , p 0 s p T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and satisfying the duality relation,
Ä Äinf J x s inf J p .Ž . Ž .D
2 2Ä ÄxgA pgAX Y
The converse part of Theorem 5.1 holds too.
Ž .6. SOLVING PROBLEMS 1.1
Ž .Let X, Y, L, A, and A* be the same as in Section 2. Let B t : X “ X*
be a family of linear operators, t g R, and let F: R = X “ R. Suppose
Ž .they are measurable and T-periodic in t and that B t , t g R, is self-
adjoint and satisfies
² : < < 20 F Re B t x , x F 1r4 k x q 1r2 d t , for x g XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .X X
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‘Ž .for some k ) 0, d g L 0, T , and
² : w xx “ Re B t x , x q F t , x , t g 0, TŽ . Ž .X
Ž .is convex. Moreover, assume that F t, ? is lower semicontinuous and
Ž . Ž .Gateaux differentiable, F t, ? s f t, x , andx
< < 2 w xk t , x F F t , x F 1r4 k x q 1r2 d t , t g 0, T , x g X ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Xx
‘Ž .where K is as in Section 2; d, k in L 0, T and T ) 0 satisfyingx
Ž .s s r s 2 ,
2 2 5 5l y kT h ) 0. 6.1Ž .‘1
Then the Hamiltonian
< < 2 ² :H t , x , p s 1r2 p q Re B t x , x q F t , x 6.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y X
Ž . Ž .satisfies hypotheses H and H with s s r s 2. We compute1 2
H s p , H s B t x q f t , x .Ž . Ž .p x
2 2Ž .By Corollary 5.1 there exists x, p g A = A such thatX Y
L x9 t q Ax t s p tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
w xL p9 t y A*p t s y B t x t q f t , x t , a.e. t g 0, TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
x 0 s x T , p 0 s p T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
from which we have
2 2 2 2L x0 t q AL x9 t y A*L x9 t y A*AL x tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
q B t x t q f t , x t s 0 6.3aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
x 0 s x T , L x9 0 s L x9 T . 6.3bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Now we define a new class of functions in the following way:
x : x g L2 , x9 g L2 and x9 s L x9 with x g A2 ,Ä Ä Ä Ä 4X Y X
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Ž .and the second derivative of x we define by x0 s L L x9 9. Then puttingÄ Ä
Ž .A s AL, A* s A*L s L A*, Eqs. 6.3 can be written as
x0 t q Ax9 t y A*x9 t y A*Ax t q B t x t q f t , x t s 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä
6.4aŽ .
x 0 s x T , x9 0 s x9 T . 6.4bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ä
We conclude this section with some concrete examples.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the periodic Dirichlet problem for semilinear
wave equations,
x t , u y x t , u q f t , x t , u s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t t uu
x t q T , u s x t , u , t g R , u g V 6.5Ž . Ž . Ž .
x t , u s 0, t g R , u g › V ,Ž .
where V is a bounded open set in Rn, n G 1, with sufficiently smooth
1Ž . 2Ž .boundary. Take in Section 6, X s H V , Y s L V , L s I, where I is0
Ž .the identity A s 0. Then l in H is equal to 1, and we take T ) 0,1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfying 6.1 . Let B t s yD the Laplacian and f t, x s F t, x ,x
Ž .where F t, x satisfies the conditions in Section 6. Then we have fulfilled
all of the assumptions of Corollary 5.1. Therefore by this corollary there
Ž . Ž . Ž .exists x that is a solution to 5.3 , and hence x t, u is a solution to 6.5 inÄ Ä
the sense defined above.
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the periodic Dirichlet problem for a semilinear
beam equation,
x t , u q x t , u q f t , x t , u s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t t uuuu
w xx t q T , u s x t , u , t g R , u g 0, p 6.6Ž . Ž . Ž .
x t , 0 s x t , p s x t , 0 s x t , p s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u u
2Ž . 2Ž . Ž . 2 2As in Section 6 let X s H 0, p , Y s L 0, p , L s I, A s 1ri d rdu .0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let B t s 0 and f t, x s F t, x , where F t, x satisfies the assumptionsx
Ž .in Section 6. Then l is 1, and take T ) 0, satisfying 6.1 . Then by1
Ž . Ž .Corollary 5.1 there exists x, a solution of 5.3 , and hence of 6.6 in theÄ
sense defined above.
By changing the operators we can cover several other problems.
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